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Mangaluru: The new bridge connecting Gandhinagar to Mangaluru will be called as ‘Believe’. The bridge is named after the team
which had worked on the Mangaluru-Hassan bridge and completed it in November 2017. The bridge has been built at a cost of around
Rs 850 crore. The 52-metre-wide.Emotion recognition in adults with serious mental illness: results from an internet-based study.
People with serious mental illness (SMI) are known to have poor emotion recognition abilities that are associated with increased
negative affect and less social support. No research has, however, examined the accuracy of emotion recognition by adults with SMI
across different methodological conditions. In the current study, 60 adults with SMI were shown series of videos depicting basic
emotions and asked to match an emotion expressed by an unseen person. Participants were tested under 3 different experimental
conditions. Results showed that, contrary to traditional findings, people with SMI accurately recognized emotions shown in short
videos, and did not differ from those with an anxiety or depressive disorder without SMI. Male participants with SMI also showed
greater accuracy than females. The findings are discussed in terms of their implications for designing interventions to enhance
emotion recognition in people with SMI.Q: Removing a user from a role via PowerShell Script I'm creating a Powershell script to
remove all users from a role. I'm using this as a nice small script to help clean up old users. However I'm having a few issues. Code
$UsersList = @() $Admin = $host | Get-ADGroup "Administrators" $AdminRoleList = $Admin | Get-ADGroupMember -Recursive
$AdminRoleList | ForEach-Object{ $UsersList += $AdminRoleList} If I run this now, I get the following message. "The specified ADSI
path cannot be found: 'CN=Administrators,CN=Users,DC=stmtsierra,DC=local' At
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\stmtsierra\scripts\Removeusers.ps1:22 char:25 + $AdminRoleList = $Admin | Get-ADGroupMember -Recursive +
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ + CategoryInfo
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